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1.0 Precautions for handling the machine prior 
to installation
 1.1 Safety precautions

� Before use, please read this manual carefully and familiarize yourself with the control and correct use 
of the machine.

� Keep this manual in a safe place, as it contains essential product maintenance information. After 
reading it, please keep it close at hand for future reference.

� Ensure that all nuts, bolts and screws are tight and that the device is in safe working conditions.

Warnings:
� Product installation personnel should be trained and experienced service personnel authorized by 

PURAFIL. For product installation, please contactPURAFILor a PURAFILauthorized sales service 
provider. Do not install the machine yourself, as improper installation may cause fire, electric shock and 
other hazards.

� Disconnect the power supply before connecting the wires to prevent possible electric shocks or 
machine damage.

� Check the weight of the machine body and filter parts to ensure that the package can be handled safely 
by the shipping equipment.

� Ensure that the device is balanced while being shipped.
� After the machine is installed, a thorough safety inspection must be conducted before starting it.
� Do not open the machine or put your hand into the machine while the machine is running.

 1.2 Notes for receiving the order
It is recommended to place the machine on a pallet in order to protect the machine and to facilitate 
handling during shipping. After receiving the order, please check for any obvious or hidden damage due 
to shipping. All product damages due to shipping should be handled between the customer and the 
machine's shipper.
� If the machine is to be stored before use, refer to Section 1.4 of this manual.
� If you want to install the machine immediately, refer to Section 1.5 of this manual.
� Cut the packing straps, open the carton, remove the packing materials and take out the machine.

 1.3 Inspection
Before starting the machine, carefully check the following operation checklist, and correct any installation 
deficiencies and errors to prevent possible product damage or product performance degradation. In case 
of any problem with the machine, please contact thePURAFILproduct sales and service provider and 
provide the product serial number on the product's nameplate.

Operation checklist
 Yes No Status
 ___  ___ 1. Are the filter module, filter and filter material the same as those ordered?
 ___  ___ 2. Are the molecular filter module, particle filter and filter material all installed?
 ___  ___ 3. Is the power cord connected correctly?
 ___  ___ 4. Are the molecular filter module, pre-filter screen and final filter screen installed correctly?
 ___  ___ 5. Are screws secure? Do washers seal well?
 ___  ___ 6. Are the product nameplate and serial number clearly visible?
 ___  ___ 7. Is air flowing in the correct direction? (Up, and out of the top)

Note: Check Section 3.4 (post-start checklist) of this manual after the machine is started.

 1.4 Storage
During the storage of the machine, especially when the storage time is very long, the machine should not 
be affected by environmental factors. It is better to store it indoors. If it is to be stored outdoors, take 
adequate protective measures.



Protection measures for outdoor storage
� Cover the machine with waterproof cloth to ensure that the motor parts of the machine are well protected; 

make sure ventilation is enough to prevent water condensation; cover the air inlet and air outlet. 
(warning: using black plastic cover may cause excessive moisture conden-sation and corrosion.)

� If there is water condensation and accumulation, appropriate draining should be undertaken.

Protection measures for indoor and outdoor storage
� If the machine is stored for a long time (4-6 months or longer), it is necessary to turn the fan monthly 

to prevent bearing damage.
� Do not place heavy objects on top of the machine.
� PURAFIL filter material should be stored in a dry place with relative humidity lower than 95%.

 1.5 Space reserved for installation
Space reserved for installation
� The machine should be installed in a place where the air inlet and outlet are not blocked.
� The machine should be installed in a place convenient for loading and unloading the molecular filter 

module and the particle filter.

2.0 Machine design
 2.1 Product application

PURFAFIL commercial air purifier CPUM-1000 is an internal circulation air purification system. Its main 
components include a two-stage gaseous pollutant purification module, a particulate pollutant filter, an air 
blower and motor components.

2.2 How the machine works
PURAFIL PuraShield commercial air purifier uses a two-stage molecular filter module to recycle and 
purify air in the controlled space. The two-stage molecular filter section can effectively remove corrosive 
gas pollution with an efficiency of more than 99%.

Figure 1: Product diagram



3.0 Installation
After completing the entire pre-operational inspection (Section 1.3), please refer to Sections 3.1 - 3.4 to 
complete the following installation steps:
(1) Unpack the machine and place it in the designated operation position.
(2) Connect the electrical connection and check whether the machine rotates normally.
(3) Filling and installation of the filter module.
(4) Install the particulate filter.
(5) Switch on the machine.
(6) Inspect after switching on. (Refer to Section 3.4)

 3.1 Installation location selection
Refer to requirements for the space reserved for installation in Section 1.5 of this manual.

 3.2 Molecular filtration module
Proper filling, installation and maintenance of the molecular filtration module are essential for the effective 
operation of the machine. The molecular filter module of the machine is specially designed for 
PURAFILfilter material. The filter material uses the appropriate filling shape and filter bed depth of the 
PURAFILfilter module to maximize its filtering efficiency.

 3.3 Particle filter
The selection and installation of an appropriate particulate filter is a necessary step for users to obtain the 
most suitable air quality. Particle filters have different sizes and efficiencies, and changes in these 
characteristics may affect the performance of the machine. The particle filter can be customized 
according to specific application requirements.

Preliminary filter
Slide the filter into the machine along the track. Pay attention to the installation direction. The air flow first 
passes through the thick white side.

Final filter
Slide the filter into the machine along the track.

 3.4 Checklist for inspection after the product is switched on
Before switching on the machine initially, please contact a PURAFIL product sales and service provider.

 Yes No Item for inspection
 ___  ___ 1. Are joints, seals, and washers properly installed and free of air leaks?
 ___  ___ 2. Has the molecular filter module been filled with filter material and installed correctly?
 ___  ___ 3. Is the particle filter installed correctly?

4.0 Machine start and control
 4.1 Turn on electricity
 4.2 Switch on the machine

The control knob of the machine is located on the side of the machine. Turn the control knob clockwise 
until you hear a click.
a. The machine starts to run.
b. When the machine is turned on, it is at the maximum air volume setting. If you want to reduce the air 
volume, continue to turn the knob clockwise until the required air volume is reached.

 4.3 Turn off the machine
Turn the knob counter-clockwise until it clicks to turn off the machine.
Note: Use the control knob to turn off the machine before unplugging the power plug.



5.0 Machine maintenance
 5.1 Replacement of parts and filter materials

PURAFIL products are very durable. When PURAFIL machines' parts need to be replaced within the 
normal service life of the machine, replacement parts can be ordered. Please contact PURAFIL or a 
product sales provider authorized by PURAFIL.

Filter material consumption:
In order to maintain the proper performance level of the machine, the particulate filter and PURAFIL 
molecular filter materials must be replaced regularly because of their limited service life.

 5.2 Special preventive measures
Waste disposal
PURAFIL filter material is non-toxic, harmless and non combustible. PURAFIL filter material removes 
gaseous pollutants by molecular adsorption, and the final product is unlikely to harm the environment. 
Although special precautions are not usually required when disposing of waste filter materials, 
government regulations may require specific disposal procedures if the waste filter materials are harmful 
to the environment. PURAFIL filter materials should not be discarded in the dustbin in large quantity, 
because the weight of the filter materials will make it difficult to clean the dustbin. If the pollutants 
removed from your environment include heavy metals and pesticides, an independent toxicity laboratory 
analysis may be required.

Inhalation
It is recommended to replace PURAFIL filter materials in a well ventilated work area, because during the 
replacement process, the abrasion between the particles in the filter material will cause the fresh filter 
material to generate dust. Workers should avoid direct inhalation of large amounts of filter dust as it can 
cause sneezing. A dust mask for protection is recommended when replacing filter material in a closed or 
airless space.

Water
Avoid exposing the PURAFIL filter material to water or precipitation as this will dissolve the 
permanganate. PURAFIL filter material should be stored in a dry environment with a relative humidity of 
less than 95%. If human skin is exposed to permanganate solution, it will cause temporary harmless 
brown staining. The permanganate solution can be removed by washing the skin with a solution of water 
and sodium bisulfite.

Eye exposure
If filter dust comes into contact with eyes, rinse the eyes thoroughly with water and seek medical 
attention.

* Refer to Purafil material's safety data sheet for other information.

 5.3 Removal of stains on the filter material
The following decontamination procedures are for reference only, and PURAFIL and any of its 
subsidiaries, any of PURAFIL's sales and service providers or employees make no warranties or other 
representations as to the efficiency or safety of this procedure. Removing stains can further damage 
clothing or items or tools used to try to remove stains.

If the dust in PURAFIL filter material comes into contact with organic material, two dyeing problems may 
occur:
1. Insoluble manganese dioxide (MnO2), characterized by a medium brown color, may be found in the 

consumed filter material and can usually be removed by normal washing.
2. New (unused) PURAFIL filter material contains potassium permanganate (KMnO4). Potassium 

permanganate is a strong oxidant that reacts with and discolors any organic material in contact with it. 
The stains are brown-black and can be removed in water with a sodium bisulfite solution.

However, if the fiber has been damaged by permanganate, the damage may be more obvious if the stain 
is removed.



Warnings:
The cleaning process should start with the use of a very low concentration solution, and the concentration 
of the solution gradually increases as required until the stain is removed. Direct use of a strong solution 
may cause additional damage to the fabric.

Note:
Use of sodium bisulfite will release sulfur dioxide (SO2) gas, so it must be used in a well ventilated area.

6.0 Warranty
PURAFIL warrants that hardware equipment manufactured by PURAFILis free from material and process 
defects. Under normal use and service, warranty is provided for twenty four (24) months from the date of 
start-up or from the date of machine's shipping. In accordance with this warranty, PURAFIL's obligation is 
limited to replacing only those parts which are proven to be defective. This warranty supersedes all other 
warranties, express or implied, including warranties of merchantability and fitness for purpose. 
PURAFILmakes no warranty as to the merchantability of the goods or their suitability for any particular 
purpose. PURAFIL shall not be liable for any loss or damage directly or indirectly caused by the use of 
such merchandise.

No person or company shall be entitled to any other liability for PURAFILin connection with the sale of 
such merchandise. The devices, parts and materials manufactured and assembled by other parties into 
PURAFIL's machines shall be guaranteed by PURAFIL only to the extent that the original manufacturer is 
responsible for PURAFIL. Visit https://www.purafil.com/purashield-registration/ to register your device.

7.0 Troubleshooting

8.0 Filter material sampling record

Problem Check / correctDescription
Incorrect installation 
position of final filter

Adjust the installation position of the final 
filter to ensure correction installation

Dust is blowing out 
of the air outlet



PURAFIL product sales and service provider


